DC-40 Web Meeting – March 14, 2019

Voting Members Present (X of 14; Quorum = 6)

Brian Merrill, Chair ............................................... Wiss, Janney, Elster Associates, Inc.
Mike Schwager, TAB Contact, NV ......................... Schwager Davis, Inc.
Miroslav Vejvoda, NV .......................................... PTI
Tim Christle, NV .................................................... PTI
Gregg Freeby, NV .................................................. ASBI
Shri Bhide ............................................................. PCA
Genmiao (Jimmy) Chen ........................................... WSP
John Crigler ........................................................... VSL
Shukre Despradel .................................................. Kiewit Engineering Group
Reggie Holt .......................................................... FHWA
Andrew Keaschall ................................................ Alfred Benesch and Co.
Antonio Ledesma .................................................. WSP
Hani Nassif ........................................................... Rutgers University
Randal Scott Phelan .............................................. AECOM
Ron Pierce ............................................................ CLN Limited Company
Guido Schwager ................................................... Schwager Davis, Inc.
Leo Spaans ............................................................ Janssen and Spaans Engineering
Christopher White ................................................ Volkert

Associate Members Present

Nagarajkumar Bommakanti .................................... Teampt Consultants Engineers
Natassia Brenkus .................................................. Ohio State University
Chris Erb .............................................................. WSP
Tom Helm ............................................................ Nova Geotechnical and Inspection Services
Dale King .............................................................. Bekaert Corporation
Wagdy Wassef ........................................................ WSP

Agenda:

• Status of Chapter review:
  o Which chapters have not been completed to date?
  o Who has time to review incomplete chapters

• Where are reviewed chapters? (I can’t find them on the website)
  o Upload them to New Business (?) – put chapter # and reviewer last name in filename.
  o Need crosswalk doc on website as well

• Next steps for Manual (?)
  o Who makes revisions? Reviews?

• Growing the committee
- ID state DOT’s that do their own designs
- Design Consultants
- Universities

• Develop wish list for Manual Revisions
  - Creep/shrinkage (Hani/Teddy)
  - Shear (Scott Phelan, Tony Ledesma)
  - Best Practice: Detailing
  - Design for inspection/replacement

• Who will not be in Seattle?